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Abstract—Modern-day medical activities and disease recognition systems are mostly based on the usage of modern technologies. Image processing system is one of the most usable and highly valuable technologies which is used in numerous amount of disease detection process. In this paper, a review will be given based on detecting several infectious and cancerous diseases of different organs in a human body through applying different types of image processing techniques. Image processing system consists of several numbers of image processing techniques which apply to a different category of data and resources. The infectious diseases in a human body possess a certain amount of area in any organ of a human body. Modern medical science of these days is very much advanced that x-ray images, CT or MRI scan images can provide a digital image of a human figure and with the help of these images infections can easily be detected by applying image processing techniques to make sure certain region is affected. A detailed overview will be provided in this review that are the most used image processing techniques to get accurate results on detecting different types of infectious diseases.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this new era of medical science, the detection of numerous diseases became a lot easier because of modern science and digital technology. Image processing system is one of the most important digital technology which helps to give a proven result of several diseases related to infections of organs in a human body.

Infectious diseases can be demonstrated as there is multiple categories of infections that affect the human body and damage a certain area of tissue cells in an organ. Therefore the affected area starts to show abnormal organic activity and day after day it gets spread from cell to cell. At a very early stage, these kinds of infections need to be detected so that necessary steps can be taken in an earlier stage. These days several body parts get infected because of several diseases. In the very last of year 2019, the whole world got affected by Coronavirus contagious disease which later on acknowledged as COVID-19. It damages a little too massive body organ damages and causes mild to severe respiratory illness. Due to this virus, a complicated illness may cause such as Pneumonia. Another major category of body part diseases is Cancer. There are so many categories of cancerous diseases where a part of body cells start to grow at an uncontrollable rate which may form into large tumors and they can start growing into any part of human body even they can or can not be seen from outside of a body part. All of these fatal diseases can get a recovery if they can be detected at a very earlier stage where body effect or damage rate is lower or curable. But without the viewpoint of the damaged region or detection with proper accuracy, necessary steps cannot be taken from medical assistance. At this very point medical science gets merged with digital technology where image processing systems and techniques create major value. The work reviews how image processing system gets applicable in the case of detecting such major diseases.

A. COVID-19 Detection

COVID-19 illness starts by getting affected with coronavirus where a virus cell moves through a human body's respiratory tract and makes the lungs inflamed. This creates a heavy breathing problem and at a certain moment, it leads to pneumonia. To detect pneumonia a Chest CT scan or Chest X-ray images are taken to determine the affected inflamed region of the lungs. To find out such accuracy image processing techniques are applied over the data images of CT or X-ray images. The system is trained by numerous amount of data set of similar category patients and after that, the applied formula can give the proven result to detect if lungs are affected with pneumonia diseases. After the outcome, medical assistance can run over a test and find out the symptoms to make sure if the patient is affected by the virus.
B. Brain, Liver Tumor Detection

The brain and Liver are the most sensitive organ in the human body and there are always higher possibilities of irregular cell growth activity into these important body parts. At some point tissue or cell growth level breaks the boundary line which creates infectious tumors in a certain area. To detect such infected areas with detailed images, MRI or CT scans are taken to examine the infections and to determine if they match with tumor symptoms. In this Magnetic Resonance Imaging and Computed Tomography Scans processes under several image processing techniques where image segmentation, classification and many other approaches are followed which results in an accurate outcome.

C. Lung, Liver, Breast Cancer Detection

Lungs, Liver, Breast these categories of organs face cancerous diseases because of inner infections and overgrowth of tissue cells. This leads up to a state that it spreads into the body part. Several scan examination gives the output of detailed image view of these irregular behavioral tissue cell regions and from this outcome, image processing techniques are applied by built system application. The system can provide the accuracy output that if the newest input matches with the numerous trained data sets.

II. BACKGROUND RESEARCH

It is known that mankind is researching these several infectious diseases for a long time. Only the COVID-19 is a new disease that came in 2019[1]. To cure the COVID-19, it is important to know whether the patient is a COVID-19 affected patient or not. Thus, several image processing techniques had applied from different types of images to detect COVID-19 patients. When mentioning images, it is about X-ray images, Computed tomography (CT) scan images [15]. Besides this one, other infectious diseases like Brain tumor, Breast Cancer, Liver Cancer, Lung Cancer, Lung tumor are a very old disease which scientists were trying to detect at their earlier stage with the help of image processing techniques, for a long time. As there were some models, method related to image processing techniques which are already been built before COVID-19, so researcher used them for diagnosing COVID-19 and detect them on patient’s chest as the virus mainly infect the chest of a patient.

By mentioning the term about previously built algorithm, model, method an observation can be given over the year 2000. In the year 2000, researchers did their research for the detection of Breast Cancer using image processing techniques [13]. Gray-scaled images can be created at that time of old technology. There were mammograms for data analysis and K-nearest neighbor (KNN) and Fuzzy c-means algorithm which were used in breast cancer detection[13]. For these image sources, DDSM (Digital Database for Screening Mammography) was the main place of getting all the collective image data sets.

As CT scan image was mentioned earlier in the paper, the year 2011 can be looked over where it is found that researchers had researched Lung Cancer detection using CT scan images. So back in 2011, there was Lung Image Database (LIDC) where CT scan images were stored. Few of the techniques were applicable for image processing systems at that time. The techniques had multiple names which are (i)Erosion, (ii)Weiner Filter, (iii)Lung Border Extraction Thresholding, (iv)Region Growing Edge Detection, (v)Ridge Detection, (vi)Morphological Operations and (vi)Fitting of Geometrical Models. These are the functions and techniques used in the extraction of lung regions using a segmentation algorithm.[5] At that time, data were analyzed with MATLAB software and an automated CAD system which were used to detect lung cancer.

In 2013, there was Brain Tumor detection-related research which was done with the help of (Magnetic resonance imaging) MRI scan images. The image segmentation algorithm was modified to do the research and at that time when the neural network was getting developed. In this research using neural network techniques, a model was also developed which was named as modified Probabilistic Neural Network model in short PNN and it is based on Learning Vector Quantization. The model was proposed to do the image segmentation process. Edge detection algorithm, MATLAB, grey scaling are some mentionable terms also for the detection process of brain tumor. After two years later, in research(2015), K means clustering technique applied in CT, MRI, USG images were proposed for detection of liver cancer. MATLAB, grey scaling also used in that time. [4]

For these above-mentioned researches, always there was a need for dataset images. So like DDSM, LIDC database, other databases were also growing bigger day by day. In 2017, Lung Image Database Consortium (LIDC) was used in research where the goal is to detect a tumor in the lung from the lung images [6]. Greyscale, noise removal, erosion, feature extraction techniques were applied.

After researching these previously built models, techniques and algorithms, it was realized that in recent years like 2019, 2020, people could work on the previously built technique and improve them a lot. After doing the research, studies found that neural networks, deep learning, image processing are growing and improving day by day. In 2019, several research for lung cancer detection with image processing had been studied for the paper. From the study, it was found that different techniques like clustering technique IPTC(improved profuse clustering technique), trained neural network DITNN(deep learning-based instantaneously trained neural network), convolitional neural network (CNN) were approached for lung cancer detection[8] [10]. So when the COVID-19 virus arrived in 2019, researchers did a lot of research based on the previous study. Different techniques were being applied to get a good percentage result from the image detection.
While discussing the techniques, models, methods, several terms are mention-able. Such as Hybrid Classification Model, Hybrid Selection Approach, MPEG7 histogram filter, Optimized Genetic Algorithm was used for CT images feature analysis and prediction[1]. Then CNN(Convolutional Neural Network) model was a mention-able model which was used on several types of images including X-ray, CT images. [7] [15] [17] [18] [19] Then there were feature extraction techniques, classical image augmentation, Support Vector Machine for classifying COVID-19 from CT and x-ray images[16]. MTL architecture, U-NET architecture, tensor flow, Keras - these are some improved processes for getting a good result from CT scan images for detecting pneumonia from COVID-19 [3]. At first, several X-ray image processing techniques were found for image processing, and later, CT scan images were applied because they could give fast results. As earlier mentioned, this image processing technique needs lots of image data which means data set. So to do the process, experts are improving data sets by collecting CT images, MRI scan images, X-ray images and those data sources can be found online.

III. METHODOLOGY REVIEW

Image processing is a digitization system where images can be processed with a significant amount of data set and from the processing, classification and segmentation a result can be retrieved based on data differentiation, observations, similarities, and statistical possibilities. As most of the fatal infectious organ diseases get imaging diagnosis, multiple images data are easy to get in hand for examination purposes. These images can be categorized based on several medical imagination categories. For the application of image processing techniques, 3 category images can be selected. They are (i) CT scanned images, (ii) MRI images, (iii) X-ray images. The review will be provided based on these 3 category images over which several image processing techniques can be applied for detecting different categories of diseases.

A. Image Processing Techniques for CT Images

There are multiple types of image processing techniques applies on CT images. As for fatal viruses such as COVID-19, different techniques and methods are approached when output needs to be generated from patients’ data. In terms of detecting Coronavirus an approach of image processing technique was approached which is a CT scanned image data set was assessed based on the Kaggle benchmark. In this approached method a layout model was declared. In the model, the process begins with the CT Image data collection and data prepossessing. After that, the composing gets done by the Hybrid Selection approach on CT images using MPEG7 Histogram Filter and Optimized Genetic Algorithm. The data Stack go through a Hybrid Classification Model which provides the output result[1]. In another approach, a deep learning technique is used on CT scanned images where CTnet-10 and VGG-16 frameworks were used for Image Augmentation and Fine-Tuning, and later on the result came out by following up Inception V3, DenseNet-169 and VGG-19 category models[2].

Likewise, one more approach is followed for CT imaging analysis using Multitasking Deep Learning-based architecture where images get analyzed and process with MTL architecture based 3 steps. The steps are sequentially

1) COVID-19 vs COVID-19 Normal vs Other Infectious Area classification, 2) COVID-19 Lesion Segmentation and 3) Image Reconstruction. To complete this encoder-decoder is needed for U-NET architecture and these need to be implemented by Tensor flow or Keras [3].

Aside from detecting Corona Virus syndrome by following image processing techniques there is several approaches also get followed for detecting Brain Tumor, Lung Tumor or Cancer, Liver Tumor or Cancer, and many more serious diseases. A method was proposed that liver cancer can be detected with a computer-aided diagnostic system where detection methodology was CT scanned images are used as data set and with this data set K-means clustering was used to segment the images to capture the region of interest where the cancer-relevant tissues are consisted[4]. A very similar category approach is followed when lung cancer needs to be detected. In that approach, CT scanned lung anatomy images are preprocessed and after that lung region is extracted by an image segmentation process. To examine the outcome accuracy of infection similarities a conditional rule gets applicable on the data set to provide the outcome[5]. Sometimes Lung Tumor needs to be detected in a very early stage so that things don’t turn worse after a certain time. To detect Lung Tumor one of the method is the image enhancement technique where the process is followed as Image Greyscale conversion - Normalization - Image Threshold Process

- Noise removal - Feature extraction - Image subtraction. By Image Subtraction the necessary outcome gets retrieved which can be medically examined[6]. A Hybrid bio-inspired algorithm and Convolutional Neural Network method get applied in another process of the image processing system with CT scanned images. In the method, the WOA-APSO algorithm is used on the imagery data. Images get preprocessed at first then get segmented and later on feature gets extracted by using conditional rules and classification[7]. Sometimes Lung Cancer gets detected using deep learning approaches and that also becomes worthy side by side with image processing systems which are detailed herein short. One of the deep learning approaches is Lung Anatomy CT images gets examined by using an Improved Profuse Clustering Technique in short IPCT. Another approach is also based on Deep Learning Neural Network gets instantaneous training. It is called as DITNN for classifying Lung Cancer[8]. It is one of the proven methods when deep learning is used. In a deep learning approach to detect Lung Cancer, CT scanned images formatted as DICOM gets extracted with the central region of interest of the lungs. The extracted region gives similarities of having a Pulmonary Nodule. After that Features on the purpose of extraction and here Deep Residual Network is used for supervised learning.
For the outcome, it gets ensembled for the predictions of various classifiers[9]. Even after approaching all these methods, there is an expert level Lung Cancer detection method that exists where the Deep Convolutional Neural Network approach is used. To detect Pulmonary Nodules a 3-dimensional Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) was designed. It also classifies them into Malignant or Benign diseases-based research where the results are proven in laboratory orientation and Pathologically[10]. This is applied to the CT image nodule model for the exact outcome of the features.

B. Image Processing Techniques for MRI Images

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is an Imaging Technique in the medical sector where it is used in radiology to form the picture of different anatomy of a human body. This MRI helps to find out a very detailed image of several parts so that inner infections can easily be detected without any kind of outer surgery. One of the very sensitive body parts is the brain in the body and an MRI scan is mostly used to find brain tumors. There are many processes and approaches followed to find out brain tumor using MRI scan and using image processing techniques. One of the methods is described as for detecting a brain tumor imaging process goes under 4 individual steps. Based on the MRI Images the steps were used: (i)Pre-Processing, (ii)Filtering, (iii)Segmentation and (iv)Feature Extraction[11]. In an approach detecting Brain Tumor by MRI scanned images Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) model gets applied. It does the processing with Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) where images and data gets analyzed with multiple manipulation techniques[12]. Like Brain Tumor, Liver cancer can also be detected in a similar way of using the pragmatic approach of image processing and data mining techniques where K-means clustering technique is used for image segmentation. These are the most followed approach when it is a matter of using imaging techniques to get an output from MRI scanned images. Like other Cancersous disease Breast Cancer can also be detected through mammogram which is also under the MRI subject. To process with mammograms and to detect interesting regions from the affected breast anatomy image processing technique gets applied. The process goes with applying the image segmentation K-nearest neighbor (KNN) algorithm and Fuzzy c-means algorithm on digitized mammograms. Two of the approaches are followed for the image segmentation which is supervised and unsupervised[13].

C. Image Processing Techniques for X-ray Images

X-ray images are widely in medical science to detect most of the inner anatomical problem in a human body and all category image processing techniques are applied for getting the desired outcome. In recent times initial detecting examination of COVID-19 starts with lung X-ray images to find out any type of respiratory problem. Numerous approaches of image processing techniques get applied on X-ray images and most of the valued ones are going to be explained here. At the very first starting with the major Coronavirus detection a technique is followed which is Convolutional Neural Networks method. At first ConvNet Experiment is performed on two sub-categories Covid-19 stage which are (i) COVID-19/Normal, (ii) COVID-19/Pneumonia. With the help of the image pre-processing factor using the APPN approach, the X-ray images are directly sent to ConvNet architecture. In the experiment convolutional network layers were pre-trained system do the observation on resized X-ray images. Three experiments provide the output result which are - ConvNet Experiment, Statistical Measurement Experiment, Transfer Learning Experiment[14]. Aside from regular approaches, deep learning is also get applied to X-ray images to detect multiple anatomy problems.

A Customized Deep Learning method is followed to diagnose COVID-19 by using Chest X-ray images where images get preprocessed with image gray scaling and adaptive Histogram Equalization. Later preprocessed images go into CNN model. After the training and testing the performance metrics gets applied and finally, post-processing gets done using image segmentation by CNN based U-Net model[15]. This provides the focused area as output. Another approach of classifying COVID-19 from X-ray images is using the Shrunken Feature. To process, image augmentation is applied to image data to extract the robust features. After that SMOTE method is applied as well as SAE and PCA architecture gets trained to shrunken the features for the classification purpose[16]. For most of the cases, it is seen that for COVID-19 detection through X-ray imagery data, the deep neural network is used. One of the approach follows as image classification gets done by using ImageNet, SVM, Random Forest, XGBoost and Logistic Regression. Two pipelines of classification get trained. The first approach provides a Binary Classification between COVID-19 cases and Non-COVID-19 cases with the second one being a multi-class classification between COVID-19, pneumonia and normal cases. A pre-trained CNN, ImageNet, is used for the diagnosis task. The approach is a fusion technique between all of the CNNs in three different approaches. The First one being a Mean-Consensus between all of the three approaches. Secondly, avoiding Merely-Averaging of the responses, a Meta-Classifier is used over the top-listed conjugated answers. The last approach was used to extract features from the Penultimate Layer where each of the networks processes with an optimized meta-classifier on the concatenation[17].
For Chest X-ray image classification of COVID-19 cases, another type of CNN model is used which is named DeTraC. To go for this classification approach CXR image sets are divided into training and testing sets with labelled ground-truths which are used as inputs to the system. In the first step of DeTraC a pre-trained CNN model is used as a feature extractor to construct a deep feature space from the CXR images. Principal Component Analysis is applied to the deep feature space for dimension reduction. The reduced feature space of CXR images is used to decompose original classes into several decomposed classes. This concluded the first step of the DeTraC process. In the second step, the final classification layer of an ImageNet pre-trained CNN model is adapted to the decomposed layers which is followed by an adopted Pre-Trained CNN model of fine-tuned parameters. In the final step of the DeTraC process, the predicted labels associated to the decomposed classes are calculated. This is followed by refining the final classification using error-correction criteria. When it is a matter of detecting COVID-19, DeTraC establishes the effectiveness of class decomposition. One of the most challenging issues of detecting COVID-19 cases is dealing with data irregularities where DeTrac can provide a maximum contribution. DeTrac can simplify local data structure with class imbalance by decomposing the class layer. The decomposition gets achieved by investigating class boundaries of the data set and after the adaptation of transfer learning accordingly[18].

Deep Transfer Learning Algorithm can also be applied for the detection process of COVID-19 using chest X-ray images. To apply them at first Features are extracted from pre-trained ImageNet CNNs and leveraged in detection of covid-19 infection. DenseNet 121, NASNetLarge and NASNetMobile are the chosen CNNs that are fine-tuned by pre-loading them with weights trained on ImageNet datasets. Classification layers are not included at the top for ideal feature extraction. A custom classifier gets added on top of the base models which consisted of a pooling layer and a dense fully connected layer. Finally, the convolutional base gets frozen before training the models and that is how the algorithm gets applicable to the model[19].

Another category of deep learning trained model is followed for the detection process of COVID-19 in Chest X-ray images and the model provides a better accuracy rate in providing the output result. It is said to be CheXNet model which is a 121-layer DenseNet based model. To classify the X-ray images by categorizing them into 14 different thoracic disease classes also including pneumonia, the proven model was trained. The frontal-view of Chest X-Ray image which was given can be classified into the following classes sequentially: (i)Normal, (ii) Bacterial Pneumonia, (iii) Viral Pneumonia and (iv) COVID-19 using the proposed system. The model is initialized with pre-trained weights from CheXNet implementation and the following two stage training are applied: DenseNet’s backbone get the weights which are frozen and when the layers are fully connected then the training gets accomplished. 16 sized mini batches is used for the training process, and it was trained for at about 30 epochs. The model which provides lowest validation loss for the training process advances to next stage. After the advancement to next stage, the network gets trained end to end by using the same hyper-parameters in all layers but the network weights are initialized from above at first. For the reason of memory constraints, 8 sized mini batch is used in this stage and it get trained for 10 epochs. The model which provides the lowest validation loss gets the approval for testing[20].

IV. DATA-SET REVIEW

Researchers cannot be conducted without proper amount of data set. In this paper there are multiple image processing techniques and approaches for detecting several category of infectious and cancerous diseases are explained with details. The applied techniques are done with a lot of data collection. Here the data set of numerous approaches will be listed with possible sources based on different certainties. On the basis of different medical image category data sets are going to be provided here where what data set is applied on which approach for what purpose is going to be demonstrated.

A. CT scanned imagery Data-Set

1. For a pragmatic approach for detecting liver cancer using image processing and data mining technique, at around 26 clinical patients were examined through CT and USG images. From 26 patients 10 imagery of Liver anatomy were used for the research purpose.

2. On the case of identifying Lung Cancer detection using image processing technique, CT images were collected from NIH/NCI Lung Image Database (LIDC). At around 1000 imagery is passed through the proposed system[21][22].

3. An approach where Improved Profuse Clustering is used for the detection of Lung Cancer by the usage of CT images, deep learning instantaneously trained neural networks is followed. At around 5043 images were analyzed and provide as an input for the analysis process of the lung cancer from different categories and stated patients from 48 individual series. These data were collected from Cancer imaging Archive (CIA)[8]

4. For a Deep Learning approach of Lung Cancer Detection data set was collected from The Lung Image Database Consortium image collection (LIDC-IDRI)[9].

5. For detecting Lung Cancer using the Deep Convolutional Neural Network model, CT images were collected from the Lung Nodule Analysis 2016 Challenge (LUNA16) data set.
This data collection was utilized for training and validating the algorithm[10].

6. On the research purpose of automatic lung tumor detection by using Hybrid bio-inspired algorithm and CNN, at about 120 samples of lung CT images were selected for the experiment of lung tumor detection which contains possible lung tumor states or very early stage lung tumor positioning. They are collected from the NCI Lung Cancer Database Consortium[23].

7. For the screening process of Corona Virus disease (COVID-19) using CT images, total – 51 CT images were collected to examine and testing the system where each of them contains severely Sars and Coronavirus[24].

8. For the classification and segmentation purpose of COVID-19 pneumonia data collection based on CT imaging analysis, 3 data sets from different hospitals including 1396 CT images were collected. One is public available dataset 347 images, 2nd one has 100 COVID-19 CT scans. The 3rd data set came from the Henri Becquerel Cancer Center (HBCC) which is established in France includes a collection of 425 CT scanned images of normal patients and 98 lung cancer patients[25][26].

9. For research on detecting out COVID-19 by using deep learning methods, a collection of 349 COVID-19 positive Computerized Tomography images from 216 individual patients and 463 Non positive-COVID-19 CT images was taken for analysis issue. The data set was All rights reserved. No reuse is allowed without permission[2].

B. MRI scanned imagery Data-Set

1. For a survey of Brain Tumor Detection Using Image Processing Techniques, 42 brain tumor-diagnosed patient’s MRI scanned images were used[27][28].

2. For Brain Tumor detection using Neural Network research, a data set which was consisted of 64 MRI-scan Gray-scale images. Each of the images was 220×220 pixels in size[29][30].

3. Research on Breast cancer detection using image processing techniques The data set were collected from - Digital Database for Screening Mammography (DDSM). DDSM images were grey-scaled with 5000x2000 high pixel resolution[31].

C. X-ray imagery Data-Set

1. For research on COVID-19 detection by Chest X-Ray Images using CNN, the data set was – 225 COVID-19 positive patient’s chest X-ray images. The X-ray images were collected from 131 male patients and 64 female patients. the average age rate of these people was in between 14 to 58 years[32].

2. On an experimental analysis of a system model based on custom deep learning: COVID-XNet to locate COVID-19, X-ray Images from a healthy patient and patient with COVID 19 cases were considered. For COVID 19 class- BIMCV - COVID-19 data set were collected from Cohen et al. For healthy patient- Padchest dataset also provided by BIMCV[32].

3. By using Shrunken Feature for the Classification of COVID-19 data set: X-ray and CT images, the data set was used which contains 4 individual ARds images, 101 single COVID positive images, 2 of No COVID-19 finding images, 2 pneumocystis-pneumonia images, 11 Sars case images, and 6 streptococcus images[32].

4. Research with Deep Neural Networks usage on COVID-19 detection, a data set consists 13,975 images of x-rays were used which exploded into a much larger data set using data augmentation techniques such as random rotation, zoom, vertical shift and horizontal shift. This helped the research to have more samples of possible anomalies such as image artifacts and noise patterns of different category medical devices connected to the patient, contour layer and volume range of the breast anatomy, differences in size and shape of the lungs due to the patient being an adult or a child[33].

5. For the Classification purpose of X-ray images based on COVID-19 positive patients chest anatomy using DeTraC, a data set of 80 samples contains normal CXR images (ratio: 4020px × 4892px) and CXR images which has 105 and 11 individual data set samples of COVID-19 and SARS cases (ratio: 4248px × 3480px) were used. This number was improved to a total of 1764 samples using Data Augmentation techniques including flipping, translation and rotation from five random different angles[34].

6. On a COVID-19 detection research using Chest X-Ray images experimenting with CNNs Models and Deep Transfer Learning method, a data set of 309 individual COVID-19 positive Chest X-ray images were collected; 236 COVID-19 positive images were obtained from the datasets of Cohen et al and 73 other COVID-19 images were obtained from Kaggle dataset. 2,000 pneumonia and 1,000 healthy Chest X-ray Images were collected from the data set of Kermany et al. All data images were resized to a ratio of 224 x 224 pixels.

V. Data Processing and Analysis

The image processing techniques go through multiple steps to get completed and one of the main step is to make it successful is the process with all the data values and data processing. Towards the road of processing medical imagery data to detect multiple category diseases a lot of data need to get processed. In this section an overview of finding out
fatal diseases like detecting COVID-19, Brain Tumor, Lung Tumor, Breast Cancer, Liver Cancer, and many more with the data processing of image processing system will be given. The system will be categorized based on multiple medical imagery data set categories and will provide a detailed explanation of how the process improvises for multiple image processing techniques.

A. Data Processing of CT Images

1. For the screening process of Corona Virus disease (COVID-19) using CT images, the data process system of the proposed model was approached using sub-division models. At first in the Hybrid Selection Model MPEG7 Histogram Filter and Gabor Image Filter were used to train the data set. After that, the CHFS has applied to output the result[1].

2. For the classification and segmentation purpose of COVID-19 pneumonia data collection based on CT imaging analysis experiments were conducted to evaluate the model. By comparing MTL and these other similar U-NET models, MTL was checked whether it is better or not and followed up with best outcome model[3].

3. In a research of A Pragmatic approach for detecting Liver Cancer using Image Processing and Data Mining Techniques with the CT images data set to process with that MATLAB R2011 software was used. As the images were grey scaled that is why for the proficiency the images were converted into RGB. Later, K-means clustering was applied on the RGB converted images to obtain k-means clusters. After that applying Haar Wavelet Transform Tn was computed with the standard deviation. If Tn was in the range then it will result in cancer[4].

4. On identifying Lung Cancer using Image Processing Techniques the data was processed with several steps. At first, the Lung Region gets extracted. Later with image segmentation and analyzing extracted region Diagnostic indicators are applied. It results out with the detected cancer area[5].

5. An approach where Improved Profuse Clustering is used for the detection of Lung Cancer by the usage of CT images and deep learning instantaneously trained neural networks, the process got advanced in a way that is for classification- DITNN method is used and for images conversion to enhancement at first, the edge of the images got detected and later the got segmented applying image segmentation technique. With the help of neural network, the trained features were stored in the database as saved modules for identifying the lung cancer-related non-automated extracted features. Finally, with the help of algorithm, classification is done from weight value, output value comes out from the input node[8].

6. Using a Deep Learning Approach for Lung Cancer Detection The feature data set gets created at the feature extraction stage and those are fed into several classifiers like XGBoost and Random Forest to get the outcome[9].

7. For detecting Lung Cancer using Deep Convolutional Neural Network model, the trained data set of 4 CT images contain pathologically confirmed malignant diseases get presented. From the targeted nodules value of malignance are automatically circled out for providing the result of probability. If the value is more than 50 percent, it is considered to be a malignant disease and it is resulted out the opposite if those less than 50 percent. Data process and workflow get done based on accuracy, sensitivity, specificity[10].

8. For automatic detection of Lung Tumor a Hybrid bio-inspired algorithm and convolutional neural network is used in research where the sample CT image data set goes under classification process by image classification technique. The performance gets measured through the intelligent lung tumor diagnosis systems which are acquired by comparing different classification and preprocessing algorithms. The evaluation process parameters are used for determining the effectiveness of the model based on accuracy, sensitivity and specificity[7].

9. By using Shrunken Feature for the Classification of COVID-19 data set: X-ray and CT images both were used in the data processing system. At first, the images were processed with a classification technique. After the classification results of raw feature, vectors gave the percentage of performance metrics, which are Sensitivity, specificity, precision, F1-score, balanced accuracy. In that research shows the result using different algorithms, one is shrunken features with sAE algorithm and shrunken features with PCA algorithm[16].

B. Data Processing of MRI Images

1. On a survey on Brain Tumor Detection using Image Processing Techniques data were processed with 4 individual techniques. As the process goes with Pre-Processing: Converting the image into Greyscale mode, Filtering: Using Median Filter for noise removal, Segmentation: Creating pixel separation using and making into one image object using Genetic Algorithm and Feature Extraction: Using Particle Swarm Optimization which is a metaheuristic technique does iterative search on a sample population and gives optimum solution[11].

2. For Brain Tumor Detection using Neural Network research, The data was processed with the proposed model which eradicates the scanned images with image pixel edge detection applying Canny Edge Detection Algorithm. It works on 5 steps:(i) Image Smoothing, (ii) Finding Gradients (iii) Non-Maximum Suppression, (iv) Double Thresholding, (v) Edge Tracking by Hysteresis [12].
3. For research on Breast cancer detection using image processing techniques data were processed with two approaches of image segmentation. (i) Supervised: Train the image pixel data manually at first and then using KNN algorithm to label the remaining pixels. (ii) Unsupervised: In this method FCM algorithm relies on human to label tissue class once the algorithm cluster all the image pixels. After handling both approaches the model combines both results into one datasheet and output the segmented image[13].

C. Data Processing of X-ray Images

1. For research on COVID-19 detection by Chest X-Ray Images using CNN, data got processed with three experiments, (i) ConvNet Exp: On this experiment 4 different network architecture was used with the help of image preprocessing methods. In every structure multiple layer filters were modified to train the convolutional network structure. (ii) Statistical Measure Experiment: With the data output on image processing in ConvNet informational dataset was measured in this procedure. (iii) Transfer Learning Experiment: The data set of images that provided best output with ConvNet experimental procedure and statistical measurement results, all of them were compared with the pre-trained network models[14].

2. On a Deep Learning system model COVID-XNet for diagnosing and locating COVID-19 in Chest X-ray Images data set got evaluated in two process. They are (i) Quantitative Evaluation - Using the Five-fold cross validation the outcome was achieved by the network where the network was trained and validated with the CNN. They are summarized in a table where these results are categorized as - (i) Sensitivity, (ii) Specificity, (iii) Precision, (iv) F1-score and (v) Balanced accuracy. With the table values a ROC curve for each of the cross-validation folds is also done where reports provides the corresponding AUC values. (ii) Qualitative Evaluation - for finding out the COVID-19 class, the most relevant information comes out based on the prediction performance where the region is highlighted in red which are relevant and regions that are not relevant are presented in dark blue[15].

3. In a research-based Classification and Segmentation technique using Multi-task deep learning-based CT imaging analysis process experiments were conducted to evaluate different models. By comparing MTL, U-NET and other models, MTL was checked that it gives better accuracy rather than other models for both classification and segmentation techniques[3].

4. By using Deep Neural Networks for COVID-19 Diagnosis, the evaluation of CNN architectures was processed by Deep Transfer Learning. For all categories of CNN architectures, pre-trained weights were used and fixed on the ImageNet data set. The newly added classification layer was updated only for specifying the task. The networks were optimized with cross-entropy loss where an SGD optimizer was used with a learning rate of 0:001. The momentum ratio of the optimizer was 0:9 and weight decay was at the rate of 0:001. Besides, early stopping was implemented, which interrupts the training when the validation-loss stops increasing for several epochs[17].

5. For the Classification purpose of X-ray images based on COVID-19 positive patients chest anatomy using DeTraC process, it starts with class decomposition layer. AlexNet is a pre-trained network that is based on Shallow Learning mode. It is used to extract the exact discriminative features of the 3 original classes. 5 convolutional layer is composed to represent the learned features in AlexNet. There are 3 fully connected one-to-one layers for the classification task. AlexNet generally uses 3 × 3 max-pooling layers with ReLU activation functions and there are 3 different Kernel Features. The last fully-connected layer was adopted into three classes and the weight parameters were initialised for the specific classification task. To demonstrate the robustness of DeTraC, different ImageNet pre-trained CNN models were used for the transfer learning stage in DeTraC. Performance of DeTrac for different versions of pre-trained models was used for a fair comparison also the pre-trained models were compared in between of both shallow and deep tuning models[18].

6. On research of COVID-19 Detection from Chest X-Ray Images Using CNNs Models with Deep Transfer Learning algorithmic model, data training is done for 10 epochs, with a batch size of 16. ADAM optimization was used with a learning rate of 0.001. The models were trained with categorical cross-entropy. The implementation was conducted in Python 3 using Keras and Tensorflow. Sensitivity and Specificity metrics were used to evaluate the models’ performance. Sensitivity = True Positive(TP)/Total positive COVID-19 images. Specificity = True Negative(TN)/Total negative COVID-19 images[19].

7. A DenseNet based CNN Model CheXNet is used to detect COVID-19 using Chest X-Ray. On this analysis focus was mainly the data training process. The training loss due to other classes does not get counted to ensure the actual training loss of the training process. Only a random subset of pneumonia data was considered in individual batches. For avoiding the overwriting on the COVID-19 data the size of this subset was not taken as neither small nor too large so that it does not mask the COVID-19 loss. It is fixed empirically[20].

VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

Based on the data set of so many medical imagery categories of different kind of diseases and applying different type of image processing techniques these huge amount of data got processed. Numerous amount of open source data set are collectively gathered from multiple platforms in order to evaluate them for several purposes. One of the major category disease Corona Virus (COVID-19) was selected for
data evaluation. Aside from other disease data also got evaluated by multiple image processing techniques. The imagery data categories were divided into 3 parts because in most of the medical technology data set images of different anatomy is preferred. These 3 categories were CT, MRI and X-ray images. Over these categorized images multiple image processing techniques were easily applicable so that data evaluation got a level advancement. As the data got evaluated, some of the futuristic work scopes got out of the overview. In a few of the evaluations only 1 category of image data sets is being used into the research and analysis. There is very less amount of possible ways got extracted where minimum 2 more category images were applicable for the evaluation but not more than two category data can be set as input into any platforms. That is where a few of the obstacles got faced to the evaluation process using several image processing techniques. This paper gives an overview of the data processing system with large number of data set but a survey can improvise more about the techniques and processes which are applicable for image processing systems on different anatomical infectious disease data set. A survey can also help to complete a futuristic evaluation.

VII. CONCLUSION

The paper focuses on image processing techniques and their uses on several infectious diseases like cancer, tumor or detecting symptoms of COVID-19 as early mentioned to identify them at their early stage. The previous technology were discussed in the paper that how the techniques for identifying these infectious diseases are evolving day by day and becoming modern solutions in our daily life so that researcher can use that knowledge for their research and apply in their work. Some specific papers were reviewed to find out approached methods to detect disease and how the data were being analysed and focused for a good accuracy of results. It is reviewed that several data sets were enlarging day by day and nowadays there are a good number of data sets which can be trained for image processing. From the study, it has been realized that most of the result accuracy was above 80 percent and even some of them were above 95 percent [8] [7] [14] [18]. Experimental evaluation based on data sets could tell a little bit realization of those results. The bigger data sets were trained including healthier patients' image and infectious patients' image, the better results with good accuracy can be achieved. So, for future work, it can be said that there are several methods available for training the data for image classification, segmentation, and image processing techniques but always there will be a demand for better data sets with a good available source for detecting such diseases with image processing system.
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